
YUMMY YUCATAN 
CUISINE

Fun Yucatan Facts Plus Delicious Recipes!



BRAZO DE REINA

Lent is known as the time period after Carnival, or the forty-six
days between Ash Wednesday and Good Friday.  Most people

who celebrate Lent do not eat meat on Fridays.  Typically a
different meat-free dish is consumed every Friday, adding up

to seven different meatless dishes.  Some Yucatan dishes that
are eaten during Lent include: Brazo de Reina (Dzotobilchay),

papadzul, joroches, and polcanes. Brazo de Reina is also
called Dzotobilchay.  This translates to “corn dough cooked

with chaya” (“Mayan Lent ‘Haute Cuisine’”).

FUN YUCATAN FACT:

RECIPE:

via "A Different Queen's Arm," Yucatan Living

Ingredients:

• Roasted Banana Leaf (1 pack)

• Masa (Corn dough) (2 kilos)

• Chopped chaya (1/4 kilo)

• Pork lard (half kilo)

• Salt (to taste)

• White ground pepita (1/4 kilo) 

• Eggs (ten)

Preparation:
1.) Chop the chaya leaves in a separate bowl

while you boil the eggs.
2.) Mix the dough with the pork lard and salt
until it becomes smooth. Mix the dough and

the chaya.
3.) Next, roll out the dough on the banana

leaves. The bigger the "arm", the more dough
you roll out in one piece.

4.)Sprinkle the pepita on top of the dough.
Then peel and halve the eggs, and layer them

on top of the pepita.
5.) Roll the dough like a blanket, covering the

eggs and seed so that it acquires the
appearance of a roll or "arm", all wrapped in

that banana leaf.
6.) Cook (steam) the "arm" in a baño maria (a

double boiler) for 45 to 90 minutes.
7.) When the "arm" is cooked, remove it from
the banana leaves. Arrange the leaves on a

platter.



PAPADZULES

Papadzul is another dish that is served during the season of
Lent.  Papadzul has been known to have two different

translations.  Some Mayans believe that it means “food of the
master,” with “papa” meaning food and “dzul” meaning

gentleman.  Other Mayans say this dish means “muddy and
soaked,” with “papak” translating to “smear” and “zul”

translating to “soaked” (“Mayan Lent ‘Haute Cuisine’”).

FUN YUCATAN FACT:

RECIPE

via Diana Kennedy

Ingredients:

• 2 1/2 cups (657ml) water

2 large leafy stems of epazote

1 scant teaspoon sea salt

8 ounces (225g) hulled raw

pumpkin seeds, about 1 2/3 cups

(313ml)

12 freshly made, warm corn

tortillas, 5 to 5 1/2 inches (13-

14cm) in diameter

5 large hard-cooked eggs,

shelled, roughly chopped, and

salted

Preparation:
1.) Put water, epazote, and salt into a small pan
and bring to a boil. Lower the heat and simmer

for about 5  minutes.
2.) Spread pumpkin seeds in a thin layer over
the bottom of a large skillet and heat through

over low heat. Cool before grinding.
3.) Grind seeds to a textured consistency with

spice grinder, 5-6 seconds.
4.)Put ground seeds on plate with slight ridge

around rim. Take 1/4 cup of epazote broth and
sprinkle it little by little over the seeds. 

 Gradually add the liquid while working it with
your hands to create a cohesive paste.

5.)Squeeze paste to extrude drops of oil. Blend
paste and strained epazote broth until smooth.

6.)Warm sauce in skillet on lowest possibel heat,
stirring constantly.

7.) Dip a warm tortilla into the sauce until
lightly covered.  Repeat with other tortillas. 

 Sprinkle chopped egg on 1/3 of the tortilla, roll
it up, and place it on dish.

8.) Pour remaining sauce over the papadzules,
then tomato sauce, and sprinkle with egg.



JOROCHES

Masa translates to “dough” in English.  To make masa, corn kernels are soaked in lime
and then ground up.  Masa harina is the dried, powdered form of masa and it is often
used in a manner similar to flour.  Masa harina is said to be less grainy than polenta

and cornmeal.  This ingredient is well-known in Yucatan cuisine, and it can be used in
making corn tortillas, tamales, empanadas, and more.  It is even used in batters, fried
foods, muffins, pancakes, and bread.  Fresh masa can be located in the refrigerated

section of the grocery store.  Masa harina, the powdered form of masa, can be found in
the baking section or the Latin American section of the grocery store (“Masa Harina”).

FUN YUCATAN FACT:

RECIPE

via Mely Martínez

Ingredients:

•3 cups cooked black beans and  broth

1 tablespoon vegetal oil or lard

3 tablespoons white onion finely

chopped

Preparation:
1.) Heat the oil or lard in the casserole over
a medium heat, add the chopped onion and

fry until the edges become golden brown.
2.) Add the beans to its broth, turn the heat
up to bring it to a boil, then turn heat down

to a gentle simmer. This step will take
about 5 minutes. While the beans are

warming up, start making the dumplings.
3.) Place cornflour, pork cracklings, salt
and warm water in a bowl and mix well.

Gently knead the dough until it is very soft
and smooth.

4.) To form the dumplings divide the dough
into 16 small balls, pressing your thumb in

the center of each ball. This will form a
little well, like a belly button in the center

of the dumpling.
5.) Add the dumplings to the simmer beans,

the epazote branch (if using), and season
with salt and keep simmering. Soup is

ready as soon as dumplings float on the
surface. Serve warm and enjoy! (Martínez).

FOR THE DUMPLINGS:

¾ cup corn flour the one for

tortillas

½ tsp of salt

½ cup plus 2 tablespoons of warm

water

1/2 cup pork cracklings 

1 small epazote branch



POLKANES

The village of Chikindzonot is located in the middle of the Yucatan Peninsula.  This
small village is home to roughly 1,000 people, with the majority being Mayan.  The
people of Chikindzonot have remained true to their Mayan roots, living traditionally

compared to the rest of the world.  This village obtained a road only 25 years ago, and
subsistence farming is a way of life. A small restaurant named “La Rosita” exists in
Chikindzonot and it is owned by Fabiola Chan and her husband Rosendo Cohuo

Poot.  They make masa, huevos en torta, and polkanes.  The polkanes are also called
the “head of the snake,” their snakehead-like shape.  According to Mark Bittman, the

polkanes seem to be a sort of “Mayan hush puppy” (Bittman).

FUN YUCATAN FACT:

RECIPE

via "Polkanes," Los-Dos

Ingredients:

•6 oz. green pumpkin seeds, toasted in a heavy

skillet and then ground in a food processor 

• 9 oz.  ibes (Substitute: lima beans or Great

Northern), cooked in salted water until just tender 

• 3 oz. (80 g) spring onion, finely chopped 

• 11/4 oz. (35 g) chives, chopped

 • 1 chile habanero, finely minced 

 • 1 oz. cilantro, chopped 

• Salt to taste 

• 18 oz. masa 

• 1/4 cup melted lard (Substitute: vegetable oil)

 • 13/4 oz. (50 g) flour 

• 1/2 tsp. (2.5 ml) baking powder

 • 2 tsp.  powdered chicken bouillon, mixed with 2

Tbs. boiling water 

• 2 cloves garlic, finely chopped 

• 3 oz. (8 g) salt or to taste

 • 2 cups (500 ml) vegetable oil or lard 

• 1 recipe X'nipek, or the salsa of your choice

Preparation:
1.) Place ground pumpkin seeds in a medium cast

iron skillet over high heat. Add beans, onion,
chives and chile, stirring constantly to avoid

sticking. Cook 3-5 minutes or until mixture is hot
and onions are softened. Add cilantro; stir and
check for seasonings. Remove to a bowl and set

aside (do not leave in skillet; the residual heat can
scorch the pumpkin seeds). This mixture is known

as toksel, and can be used as a side dish or as a
filling for Mayan tamales. 

2.) Place all ingredients in the bowl of an electric
mixer. Mix at high speed for 5 minutes or until

mixture is lightened. 
3.) Shape masa into 2-oz. (55 g) balls. Pat one ball
into a 3" tortilla in the palm of your hand. Top the

tortilla with 1 heaping tablespoon (15 ml) of the
toksel. Fold in half, sealing edges. Form into
smooth elongated egg shape. Set aside and

continue with remaining balls. 
4.) Heat the fat in a small skillet until hot but not
smoking. Add 3-4 of the polkanes at a time, being
careful not to overcrowd. Fry until golden brown;
flip and fry the other side. Drain on paper towels

until fritters are at room temperature. Serve with
X'nipek or the salsa of your choice. To eat, invite

diners to slit the polkan along one side, open, and
spoon in the salsa ("Polkanes")



MUKBIL-POLLO TAMALES

The Yucatan Peninsula is home to the habanero chile, creating one of the
hottest table salsas in the area.  It is ironic that the rest of Yucatan cuisine
is not very spicy.  The Scoville scale is used to measure the level of spice. 
The jalapeno measures 2,500-5,000 Scoville units while the habanero chile

is 300,000 Scoville units.  A popular habanero sauce in the Yucatan
Peninsula is xnipec, which is Mayan for “dog’s nose” (Spector). Habanero
chilis were first found in the Amazon basin although they moved through

Chile into central America ("Yucatan Food & Mayan Food...").

FUN YUCATAN FACT:

RECIPE

via "The Muk-bil Chicken, MexicanRecipes.me

Ingredients:

* 3 lb. corn masa dough

* corn flour

* softened lard

* 2 lb. Chicken

* 1 lb. pork

* 1 cup Xpelón (cooked black eyed beans)

* Achiote paste, to taste

* Salt, to taste

* 3 Red tomatoes

* 1 large onion

* 1 sprig epazote

* Habanero peppers, to taste

* 1 package banana leaves

Preparation:
1) Cook the meat using a roasting pan. Put in the

pork first, with a little bit of water and cook in the
oven at 300 ˚F for 30 minutes. Add the chicken to

the roasting pan and more water if needed; cook in
the oven for 30 minutes. Reserve meat and save

broth separately.
2) Pour the broth in a skillet (4 cups). Dissolve the
achiote paste in the broth and add a touch of salt.
Then add corn flour to the broth, making it a thick

sauce to make the kol.
3) Mix the masa with the lard, salt, and beans and

use the achiote paste to give its special color.
4)Line the bottom of a roasting pan with the

banana leaves, place some masa on the banana
leaves, giving it the shape of the pan. Keep some

masa aside to use on the top of the dish. 
5) Place the meat over the masa then pour the kol

sauce over. Finally, add slices of onion, tomato,
chiles ,and epazote leaves. 

6) Put a covering of masa dough on top of the
sauce and wrap with the banana leaves sticking
out.  Bake in the oven at  300 ˚F and bake for an

hour and a half. (“The Mukbil Chicken”).



POLLO PIBIL
FUN YUCATAN FACT:

RECIPE

via "Mexican Food: Top 3 Traditional Yucatan
Recipes,” Hacienda Tresrios

Ingredients:

Boneless, skinless chicken,

quartered (2.5 to 4 lbs.)

Garlic cloves (3)

Onion, peeled and sliced (1)

Tomatoes, sliced (4)

Juice of bitter oranges (4)

Banana leaves (1 large or 2 small)

Achiote paste or red chile paste (2

tbsp.)

Fresh epazote (1 sprig)

Butter (1 cup)

Preparation:
1.)Mix the achiote paste, orange juice,

garlic, and salt well.  Add the chicken and
marinate for at least 2 hours, poking it

with a fork for tenderness.  
2.) After marinated, pre-heat the oven to

350° Fahrenheit (177° Celsius). 
3.)Place the mixture on top of the banana

leaf, and top with tomatoes, onions,
epazote, and small dollops of butter. Fold
the banana leaf over the mixture, rolling
it over so the weight of the chicken keeps
the leaf closed, and tie with an oven-safe

string. 
4.) Place the wrapped chicken in the oven
on the top rack, on the lower rack, place

an oven-safe bowl filled halfway with
water.  Bake for about 2 hours until

tender. 
5.) Remove chicken from the banana leaf
and serve with warm corn tortillas, fresh

salsa, and pickled red onions ("Mexican
Food...")

Special tamales for Day of the Dead celebrations in the Yucatan include the pibil-pollo
and the mukbil-pollo (Spector).  Some unfamiliar ingredients in these festive dishes

may include achiote and sour oranges.  Achiote, or annatto, are bright red seeds used
in achiote paste.  The bright red/orange color creates vibrant dishes.  Sour oranges, or

Seville oranges, are a sour version of a typical orange.  Citrus fruits were not part of
the Yucatan Peninsula until after it was colonized by Spain.  The sour orange can be
found in marinades, drinks, and salsas (“Yucatan Food & Mayan Food Mega Guide:

50+ Unmissable Dishes”).



PANUCHOS
FUN YUCATAN FACT:

RECIPE

via "Panuchos," Hispanic Kitchen

Ingredients:

2 CUPS MASA HARINA (CORN

FLOUR)

 ½ TEASPOON SALT

1 ¼ CUPS WATER

1 ½ CUPS REFRIED BEANS

1 ½ CUPS VEGETABLE OIL

1 POUND CHICKEN COOKED AND

SHREDDED

FINELY CHOPPED LETTUCE

AVOCADOES THINLY SLICED

TOMATOES THINLY SLICED

PICKLED RED ONIONS

Preparation:
1.) Combine the masa harina, water, and salt in

a mixing bowl. Stir until smooth. The dough
should be a little sticky but not wet.

2.)Form the dough into 8 equal balls. Place a
plastic bag over your tortilla press, add one of
the dough balls and gently press down to form
the panucho. It should be about 4 to 5 inches in
diameter. If you don't have a tortilla press, you

can use the smooth bottom of a heavy pan.
3.) Heat a griddle or skillet over medium heat

until hot. Add one or two tortillas and cook for
30 seconds to 1 minute on each side. When you

flip each tortilla, it should puff up in the
center. Transfer tortillas to a plate.

4.) Use a sharp knife to cut a hole along one
edge of each tortilla to form a pocket. Open up
the pocket, squeeze gently to hold it open, and

fill with a spoonful of refried beans. Using your
fingers, press down to make sure the beans are

evenly spread.
5.) Add the panuchos to the heated oil and fry

for 2-3 minutes on each side until they are
golden. Place them on a plate lined with paper

towels to remove excess oil.
6.)To serve, top with cooked shredded chicken,

lettuce, pickled onion, tomato and avocado.
Serve with salsa verde on the side”

(“Panuchos”).

Panuchos are a corn dish that have a bit of history.  This snack
was “once the trade of home cooks” (Spector).  People would
make their daily panuchos at home and then sell the extras
outside of their houses.  To make these, a corn masa disk is

cooked on a cast iron griddle.  Many toppings are included so
customers could customize their treat (Spector).



QUESO RELLENO
FUN YUCATAN FACT:

RECIPE

via "Recipe for Queso Relleno," Yucatán Today

Main Ingredients:
1 Edam cheese with middle

scooped out
Oil

¾ k. ground pork

Queso relleno is a time intensive Yucatan dish, taking up to two months to create. 
The Yucatan was the first port for many European navigators, creating a heavy
foreign influence in this area.  The Dutch were especially prominent in this port,

moving goods like cheese through the ports.  The Yucatans in the area would find the
saltiest Edam rounds and create queso relleno.  The family members would eat away
at the cheese until the center was hollow.  Then, a 1-2 inch thick shell was left to be
stuffed with picadillo, a beef mince.  The dish was wrapped in cheesecloth, steamed,
and cooled.  When served, the cheese would be sliced and reheated alongside egg

yolks, kol, and tomato sauce (Spector).

K’óol (white sauce):
1 lt. chicken broth
1 bunch epazote

50 g olives
20 g capers
3 tbs. flour
Salt and oil

Add the epazote, olives, and capers to the broth. On
the side, dilute the flour in a little water, and add to
the broth little by little, stirring constantly. Add the

salt and a little oil. Keep on low heat.

Tomato sauce:
½ kg tomatoes

½ onion
1 chile xcatik

Oil
Epazote

2 tsp. consomme
Salt

Blend the tomatoes with a little water, the onion and the chile.
Fry this mixture with the epazote. Season with the consomme
and the salt. Simmer uncovered at low heat, stirring until

thick, approx. 30 min.

For the stuffing:
1 chopped onion

1 crushed garlic clove
4 tbs. lard

1 chopped sweet chile
½ tsp. ground cinnamon

Salt and pepper
¼ cup vinegar
50 grs olives
50 grs raisins
3 tbs. capers

400 grs tomatoes
3 chopped hard boiled eggs

Fry the onion in the lard, add the garlic, sweet chile,
the meat, and then everything else.

Fill the cheese with this mixture and cover with a
cloth, then steam it to soften the cheese.

Serve the stuffed cheese with
the 2 sauces on top

(“Recipe for Queso Relleno”). 



CHEF IRMA'S MAYA FISH
FUN YUCATAN FACT:

RECIPE

via "Earth, Wind, Fire & Smoke," Vancouver Sun

Ingredients:

4 grouper fillets, about 1/3 lb (200

g) each

2 medium tomatoes, divided

2 oz (55 g) onion, divided

3 medium garlic cloves, peeled

3 tbsp (45 mL) olive oil

2 pinches fresh oregano

1 green pepper, chopped

4 oz (114 g) achiote paste

3 tbsp (45 mL) apple cider vinegar

Salt and pepper to season

4 sheets banana leaves, 8 in x 4 in

(20 cm x 10 cm)

Preparation:
1.) In blender, mix 1 tomato (chopped), 1 oz
(27 g) onion, garlic, olive oil, oregano, half

the green pepper, achiote, vinegar, salt
and pepper. Blend to form a light paste.

2.) Cover the fillets with the paste and let
rest for 10 minutes. Julienne the

remaining tomato, onion and green
pepper and toss them in a bowl.

3.) On a flat surface, place a marinated
filet on a banana leaf and add 1/4 of the

tomato, onions and pepper mix on the fish.
Wrap it up like a tamale and repeat three

more times.
4.) Place in a hot frying pan (or two pans if

needed) then lower the heat to medium
and cook for 10 minutes on each side.

5.) Serve with the Maya sauce and fried
plantains.

Irma Santoyo Macedo is a chef at the Zorba Beach Homes.  This is an “off-
grid” beach area located in Tulum, an area of the Yucatan peninsula.  Chef
Irma will come to your villa and cook a Yucatan meal right in front of you! 

 Chef Irma emphasizes the importance of starting with fresh ingredients from
local vendors.  Her recipes include dishes that have been passed down from
several generations, many coming from her abuela.  Listed below is one of

her recipes as found on the website (Stainsby).

Maya sauce:
5 oz (145 g) purple onion

1 small habanero chili, finely chopped

1/2 oz (14 g) fresh oregano, chopped

4 tbsp (60 mL) apple cider vinegar or red wine vinegar

Salt and pepper to taste

2 tbsp (30 mL) olive oil

Cut the onion into half centimeter
squares. Add habanero chili,

oregano, vinegar, salt, pepper and
mix. Slowly add olive oil while

tossing and mixing the ingredients.



XTABENTUN
FUN YUCATAN FACT:

RECIPE

via “This Honey Liqueur from the Yucatan Is Our
New Favorite Party Trick,” Food & Wine

Xtabentún Paloma
"In a cocktail shaker with ice,
combine an ounce of blanco

tequila, an ounce of Xtabentún,
an ounce of fresh grapefruit

juice, and 1/2 ounce of simple
syrup. Shake all that up until
very well-chilled, then strain
into a tall glass with fresh ice.
Add two ounces of club soda,

and garnish with a grapefruit
slice” (Jones & McCarthy).

Ron y Anís
“In a mixing glass with ice, combine

2 ounces of aged dark rum (we’re
using Mount Gay XO), 3/4 ounce

D’Aristi Xtabentún, and 1/4 ounce
simple syrup. Add a dash of

Angostura bitters. Stir until very
well-chilled, then strain into a rocks
glass with fresh ice. Garnish with a
large lemon peel, twisting over the

surface of the drink to spray its
citrus oils across the cocktail” (Jones

& McCarthy).

Xtabentun is a sweet Mayan liqueur and it can be pronounced Shtabentoon. 
The xtabentun plant was a local plant in the Yucatan with psychotropic effects
when consumed.  The bees in the area would use the plant to make honey,
and then the honey was fermented to make the alcohol.  This method is no

longer used in making xtabentun because of the psychotropic effects and the
scarcity of the plant.  Now the liqueur is made with regular honey, rum , and

anise (“Yucatan Food & Mayan Food Mega Guide: 50+ Unmissable Dishes”).


